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report on activities in public administration

,;.-■, Under the heading of assistance and advise to government, two types

of assistance, .were, ^iven in I963. First, the fiscal administration

adviser was .called upon to advise the Government of Uganda during April

on matters of tax administration, which resulted in a request for an

expert in this field. He was also called upon during June and July

to advise on the fiscal measures to. "be taken in connexion with the

project of federation in Sast Africa. Finally, the advisor was' assigned

to .a commission to study the fiscal implications of the federation of

Senegal and the Gambia.

The second typo of assistance was conducted by the advisor on

personnel and training in Algeria to study the request of. the. Government

for-an organisation ,and, methods expert-. The request was, also forwarded

to the United Nations with, a job description of the post.

The activities under the project^'assisting in meeting "urgent

public service training needs began with a meeting of experts in' Paris

in May to lay the groundwork for the project. Following this meeting:

arrangements were made in collaboration with UNESCO for a consultant

who would survey North Africa (Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia) with the

view to determining the available resources and the possibility of

undertaking a sub-regional training centre or institute* The need for

an over-all approach in this field was soon felt and this resulted in

a questionnaire which was sent through the resident representatives in

September to obtain information in the form of an inventory of training

resources under the headings of: treasury control, internal revenue,

customs, organization and Methods, personnel administration and training,

stores and fenders which are considered to be the most urgent areas in

^vernment administration, where training is indicated. The answers to

the questionnaire will complete an interim report prepared by the

personnel and training advisor and will be submitted to a meeting of

directors of public administration institute in 1964,
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■ Concert local government, a stud, tour for senior officials took

place during Hovember and December to Yugoslavia and India, arranged by

the United nations and the Governments of those two countries. The

officials who took part in the tour were from: Ethiopia Nigerxa,

Kyasaland, the Somali Republic, Sudan, Tanganyika, UAH (Egypt) and
Uganda. The initial period of orientation took place in the Yugoslav

capital where the group visitod administrative, political, economic,

sccial and co-operative institutions and planning agencies at the various

ievels in three different Republics. A similar procedure was followed

in India whera local government bodies and training institutions in

fcur different States were visited. totside Delhi, these were in

Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Audixr* rrad.^.^ .W^ - ^rt report
on this tour embodying the study group's observations on those aspects

of decentralization in Yugoslavia and India which might be adapted for

use by African countries in the furtherance of their development

programmes has been prepared. " The principal impressions gained by the

grOup were that decentralization cannot function successfully unless

assisted by a strong measure of political or administrative guidance

and'supervision, certainly in the initial stages, and that to achieve the
effect full economic and financial decentralization must be

practiced also.




